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Allstract
Importing a graphic image from your PC to mainfr.une SASIGRAPH' may be possible eveo if the graphi<3 package used does not directly
support such an inted'ace.
Most popular PC graphics packages provide intetfaces betweeo other PC package. through image exchange file. or metalile.. An metalile ;. a
file of generic _bing commands generated by one graphics package that can be read by another graphics package and translated into the original graphic image. Example, include VDI (Virtual Device Interfuce)' DXF (Drawing ElI£hange File)' and CGM (Computer Graphics
Metafile)'.

_hie.

The exporting
package and the importing graphics package must .apport the same metafile format. Currently SASIGRAPH does not
support most popular metafile fonnats (I hear version 6.0 may support CGM).

Another format which can be used for image exchange is tt.e Hewlett Packard Graphic Language (lIPGL)s . If we exported a graphic image in
HPGL fOllIlat to a file, then process that file with a SAS program that mimics an lIP- plotter, we would have a fWlCtiOnal image exchange

interface or mttafUe.

Introduction
Severn1 months ago. one of our users asked if we could include some PC graphs. into a mainframe based reporting system, This wouW require
the ability to import graphic images from Harvard Graphics6 running on PCs to our IBM? mainframe for inclusion in' batch generated reports.
There was no direct interface between Harvard Graphics and SAS/GRAPH, so we decided to write our own.
Harvard Graphics 2.1 exports a graphic image in either VDI or UPGL format. We decided to try using HPGL as a metaf:de (1 already knew

HPOL).
The procedures for using HPGL as a graphic exchange interface or metafile are as follows:

1.

Export the graphic image in HPGL fonnat to a fde.

2.

Upload the HPGL file to the host system.

3.

T,ansiale the HPGL commaod, into SASIGRAPH annotate commands.

4.

Re~gcnerate

the graphic image.

I SAS and SASjGRAPH are regislered trademarks of SAS Institute. Inc.
1

Freelan<:c Plus, Super Image and Harvard Graphics are examples of packages using the VOl format..

3

AutQCad and Genenc Cadd are t:man'lples ofpackagcs using DXF.

4

CGM is the ANSI staruiard metafile format,

S

HP and liPGL are registered trademarks of Ute l-lewleU. Packard Co.

,

Harvard Graphics is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Co.

7

IBM 1$ a registered trademark of International Businw; Machines. Inc.
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Hewlett Packard Graphics Language.
The ",:w!ett Packard Graphics Language co!'sist. of a number of oommando which drive device> like1he HP7SS0A. These commando initialize
1he device, set device speed, define the coordinate S)'Stem to be referenced and instruct tbe device in the generation of a graphic image.
Each conunand is represented by a two letter mnemonic, followed by a set of numeric parameters.

An understanding of HPGL is essential for the coding of the translation program. .AU. I IPOL oommanih fall into one oc more of the fonowing
groups:

•

Device commands

•

Window commands

•

Text commands

•

Addressing commands

The translation program will amy need to process a small subset of the available commands. This will be illustrated later.

For a complete listing ofHPGL command" refer to tbe HP INTERFACING AND PROGRAMMING MANUAL shipped with HP plotters'.

Exporting tIuJ gr«phic intage in HPG L format.
Exporting a graphic image in HPGL fonnat may be as simple as selecting a menu option as with Harvard Graphics version 2.1.
In _Harvard Graphics version 2.1, select the export option from the main -menu. From the export menu, select HPGL fonnat. Also, a graphic
image can be exported in standard or high intensity mode. Standard itttemity uses hardware generated characters, while high intensity mode uses
software generated characters. To make the logic in the translation program simpler, select high intensity mode,

If the graphics package you ate using: diJC$ not directly support exporting or saving a grapblc image in HPGL fotlllat, all may not be lost. With
a little ingenuity and time, you should be able to capture data sent to a COM port.

Uplo«ding the HPGL file to the host system.
There are a number of communications packages ar.ill.able, most, if not all. support fUe transfers, For example, we use the IBM 3270 Workstation
Control Program version t.l to communicate with our host TSO environment. To upload a file, the command syntaxis:

A> SEND A:HPGL.PLT 'IILQ.HPGLPLT' ASCII CRLF
Here we are sending the PC file HPGL.PLT to the host system file HLQ.HPGL.PLT, which is a fixed block 80 character file previouslyallocated. We also asked for ASCII translation and carriage return/line feed translation.
Refer to the documentation for the communications package you are using for the correct procedure to perfonn ftle transfers.

Translation Program Logic
The logic behind the translation program is simple enough. Parse through the HPGL ftle. pick off a command and it!J parameter!J, translate that
command into the appropriate SASjGRAPH annotate function and parameters. then output the annotate observation. Repeat until all the
HPGL commands in the input file have been processed, The grapbic image is then re-genernted using PROC GANNO.
Coding for all possible HPGL conunands would make the translation program very lengthy. Fortunately, this is not ne<:essary. In coding the
translation program, we can ignore most device control commands. If we make a few aspect ratio assumptions, we can ignore window control
commands, and if software generated characters were requested, v..'e need not wony about text control commands.
Also, the authors of the graphic package most likely used only a subset of the available HPGL command-s in their plotter driver program. So
we can eliminate the need to code for some commands by simply examining an HPGL rue and noting which commands are used. For example,
some authors may choose to not use Polygon defulition commands, since a polygon can be made up of a set of independent addressing com~
mands.

After examining a nwnber of HPGL fdes from Harvard Graphics, we determined that we could

te~generate

processing the fonow HPGL commands:

•

SP - Select Pen,

Select a pen from the t.:arousel.

•

PU· Pen Up.

Pick the pen up,

•

PD - Pen down.

Put the pen down.

•

PA • Plot Absolute.

Move the pen to a specified point.

I

,

The syntax for the commands processed by the translati<>o program can be found at the end <>f this paper.
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any Harvard Graphics: image by

'The functional equivalents in the SAS/GRAPH annotate fucility would be as foHows;
•

The select pen command effects the value of the annotate variable COLOR.

•

The pen up command changes the value of the annotate variable FUNCfION to DRAW. It can be followed by one or more sets of X.Y
coordinate pairs. Each X,Y coordinate pair will result in an annotate observation being generated.

•

The pen down command changes the value of the annotate variable FUNCfION to MOVE. It can be followed by one or more sets of
X,Y cootdinate pairs. Each X,Y coordinate pair will result in an annotate observation being generated.
.

•

The plot absolute command is normally followed by one or more sets of X,Y coordinate pairs. Each X,Y coordinate pair will result in an
at.Ulo1ate observation being generated.

]t

does not result in the generation of an observation.

The translation program reads each input line into a data buffer. 1be data buffer is scanned for selected HPGL commands, and the:first command found i3 then moved into the command buffer. The oode to process each command looks for any possible parameters and the command
terminator. SAS annotate variables are set, and annotate dataset observations are generated. Then the next command is processed.

If a command or its parameters span over to the next line, a hold buffer is used. My data in the data buffer that' can not be fully proce5SCd is
moved into the hold bu1fer. The translation program then reads the next input line into the data buffer. The command buffer and any left over
data from the previous line (now in the hold buffer) are concatenated to the beginning of the data buffer. Then processing resumes.
This continues until all input lines have been processed.
The resultant annotate dataset is then processed by PROC GANNO to re-generate the graphic image.

The following is the listing of the translation program we are using to upload Harvard Graphics Charts from the PC to SASjGRAPH on the

mainframe.

TSO ALLOC F(PLT) DA(HPGL.PLT)
TSO ALLOC F(GPH) DA(DEMO.GRAPHS)

SHR; RUN;

OLD; RUN;

The HPGL input. from Harvard Graphics is in the file with the reference PLT. The resuhant graphic intag,e will be saved in a GCAT in the file
refuren<:e<i by GPH.

DATA TEMP;
LENGTI! COMMAND
PARM HOLD
FUNCTION COLOR
DATA
TI!RJf

$
$
$

2

80
8

$ 200
$ 1·,

RETAIN X Y 0 XSYS YSYS '4' POSITION t6' FUNCTION COLOR HOLD

I

';

KEEP FUNCTION XSYS ISYS X Y POSITION COLOR ;
The buffers used by the translation program are defmed here. The command buffer (COMMAND) is set to a length of HPGL commands, two
characters. Th. hold buffer (HOLD) and a parameter string buffer (PARM) are buth set to the same length as an input Hoe, 80 characters. 'The
data buffer (DATA) is set to the maximum length of SAS variables, 200 characters. The terminator variable (TERM) is set to the length of an
HPGL terminator ("'iI, one character.
The variables FUNCTION. XSYS, YSYS, X, Y, POSITION and COLOR are the SAS annotate dataset variables which will be in the output
SAS dataset TEMP.

INFILE PLT;
INPlIT DATA $ 1-80 ;
DATA = LEFT(TRIM(LEFT(HOLD»I ITRIM(LEFT(DATA));
A line of data is read into the data buffer (DATA) from the HPGL file, and any canie:d over information is added to the front of DATA.

DO WHILE (DATA "= ' ');
SP = INDEX(DATA,'SP');
PU = INDEX(DATA,' PU');
PD = INDEX(DATA,' PD');
PA = INDEX(DATA,'PA');

IF
IF
IF
IF

SP
PU
PD
PA

0
0
0
= 0
=
=
=

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

SP = 999;
PU = 999;
PD = 999;
PA = 999;

The data buffer is scanned for the fIrst occurence of each of the selected HPGL commands. If the command being scanned for is found in DATA.
hold its starting position. If it is not found, indicate this by setting its position to 999).

IF POS

~

999 THEN DOj

HOLD ;: r1;
RETURN·,
ENDj

COMMAND
DATA

= SUBSTR(DATA,POS,2);
SUBSTR(DATA,POS+2);
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Using the MIN function, find the position of the first selected conunand in the data buffer. If the data buffer contains none of the selected
commands. empty the hold buffer and return to read a new 'fine of input. If the data buffer does contain at least one of the selected commands,
assign the variable COMMAND the value of the HPGL command found,

SELECT (COMl1ANll);
WHEN (' Spl) DO;
I = INDEX(DATA 1 ' ;
IF I > 0 THEN DO;

.);

= SUBSTR(DATA,1,I-1);
DATA = SUBSTR(DATA,I+l);
END;
ELSE DO;
HOLD = COMMAND I I TRIM(LEFT(DATA));
PARM

RETURNj
END;

SELECT (PARM);
WHEN ('1') COLOR

~

IWHITE';

WHEN ('2') COLOR =: 'RED';
WHEN ('3 1 ) COLOR:;;: 'GREEN';
WHEN ('4') COLOR = 'BLUE';
WHEN (151) COLOR = 'CYAN I ;
WHEN ('6') COLOR = 'YELLOW';
OTHERWISE COLOR = 'BLUE';

END;
END;

If the command was an SP (Select Pen), scan for the tenninator character. If the terminator is not found, the command has spanned over to the
next input line. Move the command and whatever is left in the data buffer into the hold buffer. then return to read the next line.
ff the tenninator is found, the command is complete. Move everything in the data buffer, up to but not including the terminator, into the pap
rameter buffer (PARM). Remove all characters up to and including the terminator from the data buffer.
Based on the value ofPARM, set the SAS annotate variable COLOR9.

An SP command docs not result in the genQration of an observation,
IlllEN (' PU')

00;

FUNCTION = 'MOVE I ;

TERM

~ SUBSTR(DATA,l~l);

IF TERM = I;' THEN 00;

DATA = SUBSTR(DATA,2);
END;

DO WJlILE (TERI! "= ';');
II = INDEX(DATA,' ,');
12 = INDEXC(SOBSTR(DATA,11+1»)t,j t);
IF 12 > 0 THEN DO;

PARI! = SUBSTR(DATA,1,I1tI2-1):
TERI!
SUBSTR(DATA, IltI2, 1);
DATA = SUBSTR(DATA,II+I2+1);
END;
ELSE DO;
HOLD =
RETURN;

COMMAND II TRIM( LEFT( DATA));

END;
X = PUT(SCAN(PARM,1),5.) I 125;
Y = PUT(SCAN(PAHM,2),5.) I 300:
OUI'FUTj
END;

END;
Iftbe command was a PU (Pen Up), set the annotate variable FUNCTION to MOVE.

Then, the next character is checked. If it is the terminator, processing continues.

9

The correct mapping of SAS colors to HPGL pen numbers depend on the graphics package used to generate the HPGL f!le.
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If that rust character is not a tenninator. the alternate fonn of the PU command has been used. The foUowing parameter string includes a set
of X,Y corradinate pairs used to address the pens next location. For each X.Y pair (there can be any nwnber), the annotate varibles X and Y
un-processed data is moved into
are assigned!1l and an observation generated. If the parameter string spam to the next line, the command and
the hold buffer, and the next line is read.

an

WHEN ('PD') DO;

=

FUNCTION
'DRAW';
TERM = SUBSTR(DATA,l,l);
IF TERM = '; t TIIEN DO;

DATA

= SUBSTR(DATA,2);

END;
DO WHILE (TERM ...;;; f; I);
Ii = INDEX(DATA, I , ' ) ;

12 = INDEXC(SUBSTR(DATA,Il+l),',; ');

IF 12 > 0 THEN DO;
PARM = SUBSTR(DATA,1,Il+I2-1);
TERM = SUBSTR(DATA,Il+I2,1);
DATA
SUBSTR(DATA,Il+12+1);
END;

=

ELSE DO;
HOm =

COMMANDIITRIM(LEFT(DATA));

RETURN;
END;

X= PUT(SCAN(PABM,1),5.) / 125;
Y = PUT(SCAN(PABM,2) ,5.) I 300;
OUTPUT;
END;
END;
If the command was a PO (Pen Down), set the annotate variable FUNCTION to DRAW.
The PD oommand and its parameters (if any) are processed the same as the PU command.
WHEN CPA') DO;

TERM = 5UBSTR(DATA,1,1);
IF TERM == ';' THEN DO;

DATA
END;

= SUBSTR(DATA,2);

DO WHILE (TERM -- ';');
It
INDEX(DATA, I ~ I);

=

12 = INDEXC(SUBSTR(DATA,Il+l),',; ');

IF 12 > 0 THEN DO;
PARM = SUBSTR(DATA,1,I1+I2-1);
TERM = SUBSTR(DATA,Il+12,1);
DATA = SUBSTR(DATA,Il+I2+1);
END;
ELSE

no;

HOLD

=COMMANDIITRIM(LEFT(DATA»;

RETURN;
END;

X = PUT(SCAN(PABM,1),5.) I 125;
Y = PUT(SCAN(PARM,2),5.) / 300;
OUTPUT;

END;
END;
If the command was a FA (Plot Absolute). there is no change in the value ofthevariab1e FUNCTION. The X.Y.coordinate pairs following the
PA command move the pen to a new location. Whether this action results in a simple move or the drawing of a line depends on the execution
of a previous PU or PD command.

18 I divide the X OOf.1rdinate by 125 and the Y coordinate by 300. These values are used to adjust for the ww-Id coordinate system of the plotter (IOOOOx1200)
and the world cocridinate system of the display sct'eetl (80x24). 10000/80 = llS and 1200/24 "" 300.
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The X,Y coordinate pairs are processed in the same way as described previously.

OTHERWISE;

END;
IF INDEX(DATA, I; I) = 0 THEN DO;

HOLD = DATA;
DATA:. ' ';

END;
END;
RUN;
After the input HPGL file has been processed, and the re!u1tant annotate dataset has been created. PROC GANNO is used to generate the
graphic image.

GOprrONS DEVrCE=GDDKPCG NOCHARACTERS;
PROG GANNO ANNO=TEKP GOUT=GPH. HGUPLOAD;
RUN;

TSO FREE F(PLT GPR);

Conclusion

wen

1b.i.s: iiltetface has worked very
for us. As of this date, the Harvard Graphics images that have been uploaded have been complete. even
though only four of the HPGL commands are processed.

If at sometime in the future, an HPGL file contains a command we currently do not process, that command can be added to the translation
program relatively easily.
If usUig HPGL as a metafile is not for you, the same logic can be applied for any metafile format. We chose to use HPGL only because I akeady
knew the language, 1 had the docu.tn.entation, and we needed an interface fast.
I sbotdd note that true metafiles were designed to be processed by oth¢r ptogtai'll$ and not by devices. 1 would expect the output of a metafile
driver to be much simplie.r to process than an HPGL file. So, if you are starting from scratch. you might want to try writing the translation
program to process a true metafile.

Salvatore 1. Fazzino

An1erican Consulting Group, Inc.
2348 Whitney Avenue Suite #2
IWnden. cr 06518

SyntllX of selected HPGL commands
Select Pen
SF tl;
SP;

Plot Absolute

Pen Down
PD X,Y (,. •• );
PD;

Pen Up

Where:

PA X,Y (p .. );
PA;

PUX.Y(, ... );

PU;

n is the carousel slot number.
X is the horizontal coordinate
Y is the vertical coordinate

HPGL plotter file subset for reference.

l-c--I----I----I----2----I----3----I----4----I----5----1----6----1--IN;SC-389,9610,-291,6902;LT;FU;SP2;Pa453,6602;PD453,6518; PU551,6308;P
D56S,6568jPU565,6322;PD579,6602;PU579,6308;PD677,6602;PA453,6602,702,
YS91,532,5517,1434,5591,1378,5605,1350,5633,1322,561S,1308,5703,1308,
5145,1322,5173,1378,5801; PUj PA1422,S810; PD1423,5811, 14 25,5816, ••••
Note1.

The IN. se and LT co:m.mands will be ignored by the translation program.

2.

The PU and PD t:()(flJDIUlds are followed by multiple sets of X, Y coordinate pairs.
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